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Abstract— In the present work a semi-empirical model of
Si MOSFET in temperature range of 10k -200k for linear
region operation is presented. The Si MOSFET model
includes the combined effect of variation in inversion
charge ( ) and field effect carrier mobility (
) on the
current (I) voltage (V) characteristics of Si MOSFET due to
low temperature variations. At low temperature due to
freeze out effect there remain a fully ionized depletion
region beneath the SiO2 which is responsible for the
modification of substrate surface potential ( ).Further the
flat band voltage (
) varies with interface trapped
charges (
) which in turn effect the characteristics of the
device. The depletion region charge (
) and inversion
region charge ( ) are a function temperature as the
temperature decreases both
and surface depletion edge
(

) increases which also causes

the calculation of
and fixed charge (

the variations of
) are considered.

so it is necessary to understand and model the effect of
temperature on various device parameters as this
facilitates to determine several failure mechanisms in
semiconductor devices at different temperatures and help
in better high performance circuit designs[5].
This paper presents a semi-empirical model of Si
MOSFET in temperature range of 10k -200k for linear
region operation is presented. The Si MOSFET model
includes the combined effect of variation in inversion
charge ( ) and field effect carrier mobility (
) on
the current (I) voltage (V) characteristics of Si MOSFET
due to low temperature variations. The simulated results
are
compared
with
experimentally
measured
characteristics of a conventionally fabricated N MOS
device.

to decrease. In
,

II. MOSFET MODEL
The linear region of N MOSFET is expressed by

,

[7]
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(1)
I. INTRODUCTION
inversion layer charge,
drain current and
Following the Moore’s laws, the device geometries Where
has reaches to nano-meter scale regime where secondis effective mobility. Field effect mobility
is
order effects, like short channel and quantum effect starts expressed by equation (2).
dominating and become crucial for device performance
[1-2]. However the low temperature operation can be
(2)
one of the possible solutions to the problems of further
scaling down the device. Enhancement of various Transconductance (
) is given by
important parameters such as increase of carrier
mobility,
low power consumption, a steeper sub
threshold slope, a decrease of leakage current, a reduced
(3)
thermal noise, and an increased thermal conductivity at
low temperature has been reported [3,4].
Variation in device parameters due to change in
temperature create problems in electronic circuit design
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The I -V characteristics can be obtained by C. 2.3 Depletion charge Model
knowing the value of inversion layer charge (
) and
The depletion charge and substrate surface
potential is given by equation (9) and (10) . [11]
effective mobility (
).
A. The Temperature Dependence of Inversion Charge
The inversion charge ( ) is function of
temperature and other factors and can be approximated
by equation (4). [6]

(9)

(10)
III. RESULTS
(4)
Figure 1 shows the transfer characteristics of
Where
substrate surface potential,
substrate MOSFET model in the week inversion region. The
depletion edge,
substrate surface potential at the experimental and theoretical characteristics are quite
onset of the inversion and
is an empirical value. As close.
the temperature decrease both the

and

increase

that lead to increase in
. Which is quite less than
the
. In linear region the equation (4) can be modified
as

(5)
Applied gate voltage
conservation equation (6)

is given by the charge

(6)
Where
is interface trapped charge,
(oxide) and
is mobile charge and
capacitance.

is fix charge
is oxide

B. Mobility Modeling
Mobility is a function of inversion layer charge

Fig 1. Variation of I(d) Vs V(g) in week inversion region with V(d)=
60mV, W/L =1 and temperature =20K.

and below 40K the
(effective mobility) exhibit
IV. CONCLUSION
bell shaped behavior with inversion charge [7-10]. The
A
semi
empirical
model for N channel MOSFET
effective mobility and field effect mobility is given by
for
linear
region
is
presented.
The model predicts good
equation (7) and (8)
transfer characteristics of N channel MOSEFT at low
temperature.
(7)
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is the maximum effective mobility and
is the corresponding charge.
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